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GETTING STARTED:
Use the QR-code for help 

getting started

HOW TO USE THE WIRELESS CHARGER:
Connect the cable into the port of the charger

Plug the USB connector into the USB power adapter (20W+)

Connect the adapter to the power outlet

Place the wireless charge zone area (the button area) on a 
gaming ball in the center of the charge plate

When you have placed the ball correctly on the charger, the 
indicator light will turn blue. 

NOTE, Certain balls may require precise center placement for 
optimal charging. In such cases, you may need to make slight 
adjustments by turning the ball in different directions to 
ensure that the center of the charging zone aligns perfectly 
with the center of the charger.
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LED INDICATORS INFORMATION:
LED TURNED OFF
Indicates the wireless charger is standby or fully charged. 
NOTE: Sometimes the blue charging light will not turn off 
when fully charged.

PULSING BLUE LIGHT
Indicates the wireless charger is working, and charging 
product

BLUE LIGHT FLASHING
Indicates charginging abnormality /FOD (Foreign Object 
Detection, like Non-Qi device without receiver, or found a 
metal on wireless charger pad).

GREEN LIGHT
Indicates the wireless charger is standby

PF-CHG-1

Ø99 mm

h: 7 mm

SPECIFICATIONS:

Input  DSV  2A / DC9V 1.67A

Output   DSV  1A / DC9V   1.2A

Quick Charge  QC2.0 / QC3.0

Conversion         72%

Material  ABS and TPU

KIND REMINDER:
In the process of charging, do not put metal materials like key 
rings, metallic phone cases, etc. directly onto the wireless 
charger.
 
To achieve the best performance of this wireless charger, use 
a minimum 20W power adapter with USB C socket (QC2.0 
/QC3.0 standard).

INCLUDING:
Playfinity wireless charger x 1
USB C to USB C Power cable (1m) x 1
User manual x 1

ADDRESSES:
Playfinity AS
Drammensveien 288,  
0283 Oslo, NORWAY
www.playfinity.com

North America: Playfinity Inc.
Nordic Innovation House
470 RAMONA STREET
PALO ALTO, CA 94301  USA
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